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Abstract

Background Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs)

are increasingly in demand for outcomes evaluation by

hospitals, administrators, and policymakers. However,

assessing total hip arthroplasty (THA) through such

instruments is challenging because most existing measures

of hip health are lengthy and/or proprietary.

Questions/purposes The objective of this study was to

derive a patient-relevant short-form survey based on the

Hip disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS),

focusing specifically on outcomes after THA.

Methods We retrospectively evaluated patients with hip

osteoarthritis who underwent primary unilateral THA and

who had completed preoperative and 2-year postoperative

PROMs using our hospital’s hip replacement registry. The 2-

year followup in this population was 81% (4308 of 5351

patients). Of these, 2371 completed every item on the HOOS

before surgery and at 2 years, making them eligible for the

formal item reduction analysis. Through semistructured

interviews with 30 patients, we identified items in the HOOS

deemed qualitatively most important to patients with hip

osteoarthritis. The original HOOS has 40 items, the four

quality-of-life items were excluded a priori, five were

excluded for being redundant, and one was excluded based

on patient-relevance surveys. The remaining 30 items were

evaluated using Rasch modeling to yield a final six-item
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HOOS, Joint Replacement (HOOS, JR), representing a sin-

gle construct of ‘‘hip health.’’ We calculated HOOS, JR

scores for the Hospital for Special Surgery (HSS) cohort and

validated this new score for internal consistency, external

validity (versus HOOS and WOMAC domains), respon-

siveness to THA, and floor and ceiling effects. Additional

external validation was performed using calculated HOOS,

JR scores in collaboration with the Function and Outcomes

Research for Comparative Effectiveness in Total Joint

Replacement (FORCE-TJR) nationally representative joint

replacement registry (n = 910).

Results The resulting six-item PROM (HOOS, JR)

retained items only from the pain and activities of daily

living domains. It showed high internal consistency (Person

Separation Index, 0.86 [HSS]; 0.87 [FORCE]), moderate to

excellent external validity against other hip surveys

(Spearman’s correlation coefficient, 0.60–0.94), very high

responsiveness (standardized responsemeans, 2.03 [95%CI,

1.84–2.22] [FORCE]; and 2.38 [95%CI, 2.27–2.49] [HSS]),

and favorable floor (0.6%–1.9%) and ceiling (37%–46%)

effects. External validity was highest for the HOOS pain

(Spearman’s correlation coefficient, 0.87 [95% CI, 0.86–

0.89] [HSS]; and 0.87 [95% CI, 0.84–0.90] [FORCE]) and

HOOS activities of daily living (Spearman’s correlation

coefficient, 0.94 [95% CI, 0.93–0.95] [HSS]; and 0.94 [95%

CI, 0.93–0.96] [FORCE]) domains in the HSS validation

cohort and the FORCE-TJR cohort.

Conclusions The HOOS, JR provides a valid, reliable,

and responsive measure of hip health for patients under-

going THA. This short-form PROM is patient relevant and

efficient.

Level of Evidence Level III, diagnostic study.

Introduction

In this era of focus on patient-centered outcomes, there is an

increasing demand for patient-reported outcome measures

(PROMs) to assess the effectiveness of elective orthopaedic

surgical procedures [4, 7, 24]. The total hip arthroplasty

(THA), which is one of the most successful interventions for

improving patients’ quality of life [36], is no exception. The

Harris hip score, Western Ontario &McMaster Universities

Arthritis Index (WOMAC), Oxford Hip Score, and Hip

disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS) are all

used in various contexts to measure the outcomes after THA

[3, 16, 17, 23, 25–27, 29], hip resurfacing arthroplasty, and

other end-stage hip osteoarthritis treatments. However,

because most of these instruments are lengthy, administra-

tion can disrupt clinic flow, whereas incomplete survey

responses and other inefficiencies and limitations are not

infrequent. Although well designed for research purposes,

they have not been universally adopted because they have

not proven suitably efficient as tools for large patient reg-

istries and other outcomes reporting needs [2, 14].

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)

recently released their proposed knee and hip arthroplasty

PROMs to meet their pay-for-performance measures [6],

with the expectation that these surveys be patient-centered

and nonproprietary. The Harris hip score is partially sur-

geon-derived, the WOMAC is proprietary, and the Oxford

Hip Score is partially proprietary (free licensing under

certain circumstances, but supporting documentation

requires payment), leaving the 40-question HOOS as the

only CMS-recommended hip-specific measure. The HOOS

physical function survey (HOOS-PS) is a short-form sur-

vey developed for patients with hip limitations, but

validation of this instrument was not limited to patients

with advanced osteoarthritis and purposely excluded the

HOOS pain domain questions, which is the dominant rea-

son for which patients undergo THA [8]. We therefore

endeavored to develop a nonproprietary short-form hip-

specific PROM that meets the CMS requirements for out-

come measurement and is an efficient method of capturing

these outcomes, as the 40-question HOOS may be bur-

densome for patients and may disrupt clinic flow.

The objective of our studywas to derive a short-form survey

based on the HOOS focusing specifically on outcomes after

THA. Specifically, we sought to develop and validate a new

tool in apopulationofpatients undergoingTHA,withparticular

attention to internal consistency, external validity, responsive-

ness to THA, and floor and ceiling effects.

Patients and Methods

In designing this study we considered the outcomes measure

criteria recommend by Fitzpatrick, et al. [12] of appropri-

ateness, reliability, validity, responsiveness, precision,

interpretability, acceptability, and feasibility. Because we

endeavored to derive a short-form PROM rather than

develop a new instrument, we relied on the framework pro-

posed by Rothman et al. [31] in the 2009 International

Society For Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research

report on use and modification of existing PROMs.

Subjects

Derivation and validation of the HOOS, Joint Replacement

(HOOS, JR.) was performed at the Hospital for Special

Surgery (HSS) using data from our existing institutional

review board-approved total hip replacement registry,

which enrolled patients between May 1, 2007, and January

31, 2012. Our institutional registry prospectively collected

patient demographics and PROMs for THA, including the
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HOOS and WOMAC, but this validation effort was per-

formed retrospectively.

Approximately 85% of all patients undergoing primary

unilateral THA for osteoarthritis consented for registry

participation, at which time they were administered a

preoperative HOOS Survey. Approximately 84% of these

patients returned a baseline HOOS survey. Of these,

approximately 81% also returned a 2-year HOOS survey.

Patients who returned the HOOS survey preoperatively and

at 2 years postoperatively were eligible for inclusion in the

HOOS, JR item eligibility assessment (n = 4308), whereas

only patients who completed every item in the preoperative

HOOS were included in the item reduction and validation

process (n = 2371). The large decrease in eligible patients

was attributable to several frequently skipped items being

deemed eligible for inclusion (eg, ‘‘difficulty squatting’’

was eligible, but 14.4% of patients skipped the item, which

would eliminate all patients who did not complete the

squatting item). For the final inclusion assessment and

validation, we randomly divided the full cohort into

learning (n = 1186) and validation (n = 1185) cohorts for

the purpose of building (learning) and validating (valida-

tion) the new PROM. The development and validation

process was performed using full HOOS surveys rather

than administering the HOOS, JR to new patients. External

validation was performed using full HOOS surveys from

910 patients, who had unilateral THAs, from the nation-

ally representative Function and Outcomes Research for

Comparative Effectiveness in Total Joint Replacement

(FORCE-TJR) registry who completed preoperative and

2-year postoperative HOOS surveys [1, 13].

Item Eligibility Assessment

The HOOS consists of 40 self-administered items (Table 1)

in five domains: pain (10 items); symptoms (five items);

activities of daily living ([ADL]; 17 items); sports and

recreation (four items); and hip-related quality of life

([QOL]; four items). A priori, we excluded the four ques-

tions from the QOL domain because unlike other HOOS

items, they do not address specific hip movements or

activities. A preliminary analysis of the feasibility of using

Rasch analysis for development of this short-form also

excluded all items from the QOL domain.

Before initiation of the validation, 30 consecutive

patients from four surgeons scheduled for primary THA

were asked to rate the importance of each item in the

HOOS survey on a scale from 1 to 3 (1 = unimportant, 2 =

somewhat important, 3 = very important). These patients

were not different from the full cohort used for item

reduction and validation (Table 2). Mean relevance scores

were calculated for each item. Items with a mean relevance

score of 2.0 or greater in which a minimum of 2
.
3 (66.7%)

of patients rated the item as at least ‘‘somewhat relevant’’

were eligible for inclusion in the HOOS, JR validation.

These thresholds were used in a previous validation of the

Foot and Ankle Outcome Score [30]. One item, ‘‘light

domestic duties’’, was excluded due to a lack of relevance.

Once the relevance survey was completed, we excluded

redundant items that measured the same activity in the pain

and ADL (or sports and recreation) domains of the HOOS:

going up or down stairs, walking on a flat surface, standing

upright, and walking on an uneven surface. We assessed

the importance of these items using the relevance survey

responses and the difficulty of these items using the pre-

operative responses from the full cohort to determine

whether the ADL (or sports and recreation) or pain domain

items were dominant. For all items, the four pain items

were deemed more relevant and more difficult by patients

(Table 1), so the ADL (four) and sports and recreation

(one) items were excluded from the HOOS, JR validation,

leaving 30 items for assessment.

Statistical Analysis

Item Reduction Process

Before applying the Rasch model, a principal component

factor analysis was used to assess the unidimensionality of

the 30 items, which means that all items forming the ques-

tionnaire measure a single construct or a single dimension.

To evaluate the internal validity of the HOOS, JR, Rasch

analysis was performed using a partial-credit model [22].

Themost basic form of the Raschmodel is based on a binary-

response scale. The partial-creditmodel is an extension to the

basic Rasch model and is devised for responses in which one

has two or more ordered categories. It permits each item to

have its own unique number of categories and modeled

distance between adjacent categories. Overall fit of the

data to the Rasch model was evaluated in three ways: (1)

information-weighted and outlier-sensitive mean-square

statistics for each item were calculated to test whether there

were items that did not fit with themodel expectancies.Mean

squares greater than 0.8 and less than 1.2 were considered

acceptable fit. Items outside this range were considered

underfit (C 1.2) or overfit or redundant (B 0.8) [21]; (2) for

the chi-square tests, p values less than 0.05 indicated poor fit

of the item to the model; and (3) information-weighted and

outlier-sensitive standardized residuals (t-statistics) ± 2.5

indicate adequate fit [28]. Items outside this range were

considered underfit ([2.5) or overfit (\2.5). Based on the

established item fit parameters, items were removed

sequentially and not retained in the subsequent iterative
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Table 1. HOOS items with results from importance survey, baseline and 2-year survey, and bootstrapping retention

HOOS items and subdomains Importance (n =

30) (mean ± SD)

Percent missing at

baseline (n = 2371)

Mean difficulty

(baseline) (mean ±

SD)

SRM (2

years)

Percent

retained

Symptoms

S1. Do you feel grinding, hear clicking, or any other

type of noise from your hip?

2.1 ± 0.8 1.5 1.2 ± 1.3 0.7 0.3

S2. Difficulties spreading your legs wide apart 2.7 ± 0.6 2.1 2.1 ± 1.2 1.5 0.0

S3. Difficulties to stride out when walking 2.9 ± 0.3 1.9 2.3 ± 1.0 1.8 1.4

S4. How severe is your hip joint stiffness after first

wakening in the morning?

2.6 ± 0.6 0.0 2.2 ± 1.0 1.6 5.1

S5. How severe is your hip stiffness after sitting, lying,

or resting later in the day?

2.7 ± 0.5 0.1 2.2 ± 0.9 1.6 1.9

Pain

P1. How often do you experience hip pain? 2.9 ± 0.3 2.7 3.2 ± 0.7 2.6 3.0

P2. Straightening hip fully 2.5 ± 0.7 1.8 1.9 ± 1.0 1.6 17.9

P3. Bending hip fully 2.7 ± 0.6 3.2 2.3 ± 1.0 1.8 56.6

P4. Walking on a flat surface 2.5 ± 0.5 1.5 2.0 ± 0.9 1.9 64.3

P5. Going up or down stairs 2.7 ± 0.4 2.0 2.3 ± 0.9 1.8 99.1*

P6. At night while in bed 2.7 ± 0.5 1.1 1.8 ± 1.0 1.5 70.2*

P7. Sitting or lying 2.6 ± 0.6 1.4 1.5 ± 0.9 1.3 2.3

P8. Standing upright 2.5 ± 0.7 1.5 1.7 ± 0.9 1.5 31.5

P9. Walking on a hard surface (asphalt, concrete, etc) 2.3 ± 0.6 2.3 2.1 ± 0.9 1.8 94.6*

P10. Walking on an uneven surface 2.6 ± 0.6 2.7 2.4 ± 0.9 1.9 95.6*

Activities of daily living

A1. Descending stairs 2.6 ± 0.7 1.5 1.8 ± 1.0 1.5 N/A

A2. Ascending stairs 2.7 ± 0.5 1.5 2.2 ± 1.0 1.6 N/A

A3. Rising from sitting 2.8 ± 0.6 0.5 2.1 ± 1.0 1.6 90.2*

A4. Standing 2.7 ± 0.6 0.9 1.7 ± 1.0 1.5 N/A

A5. Bending to floor/pick up an object 2.8 ± 0.5 0.7 2.3 ± 1.0 1.6 89.3*

A6. Walking on a flat surface 2.3 ± 0.7 0.4 1.9 ± 0.9 1.7 N/A

A7. Getting in/out of car 2.6 ± 0.5 0.2 2.3 ± 0.9 1.8 70.6*

A8. Going shopping 2.0 ± 0.8 2.8 2.1 ± 0.9 1.8 21.7

A9. Putting on socks/stockings 2.8 ± 0.4 1.2 2.5 ± 1.0 1.5 56.2

A10. Rising from bed 2.4 ± 0.6 0.2 1.9 ± 0.9 1.6 66.9*

A11. Taking off socks/stockings 2.6 ± 0.6 1.6 2.3 ± 1.1 1.5 28.9

A12. Lying in bed (turning over, maintaining hip

position)

2.7 ± 0.6 0.3 2.1 ± 1.0 1.6 95.8*

A13. Getting in/out of bath 2.3 ± 0.8 9.5 1.7 ± 1.0 1.3 97.0*

A14. Sitting 2.3 ± 0.7 0.2 1.4 ± 0.9 1.2 93.2*

A15. Getting on/off toilet 2.4 ± 0.7 0.0 1.7 ± 1.0 1.4 75.5*

A16. Heavy domestic duties (moving heavy boxes,

scrubbing floors, etc)

2.2 ± 0.7 11.6 2.6 ± 1.0 1.6 46.6

A17. Light domestic duties (cooking, dusting, etc) 2.0 ± 0.7 3.7 1.6 ± 0.9 1.5 N/A

Sports and recreation

SP1. Squatting 2.4 ± 0.7 14.4 2.8 ± 1.1 1.5 51.7

SP2. Running 2.3 ± 0.8 23.4 3.2 ± 1.1 1.5 0.0

SP3. Twisting/pivoting on loaded leg 2.7 ± 0.6 11.3 2.9 ± 1.0 1.8 0.0

SP4. Walking on uneven surface 2.5 ± 0.7 6.6 2.5 ± 0.9 1.8 N/A

Quality of life

Q1. How often are you aware of your hip problem? 2.8 ± 0.5 2.3 3.6 ± 0.6 2.1 N/A
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analysis. Standardized residuals are highly sensitive to

sample size and therefore were used only to guide decision-

making [32].

To refine the most likely candidate items for removal, we

performed bootstrapping of 500 samples of 1800 patients

using the full cohort (n = 2371). Bootstrapping is a resam-

pling technique and allows us to estimate the accuracy of our

approximation of all patients using only available patients.

This was performed with replacement so patients could be

selected in each sample more than once. Each bootstrapped

sample was run through an automated Rasch modeling

algorithm. Items retained in the final Rasch model using the

automated exclusion criteria in more than 2
.
3 of the 500

models were considered in the final Rasch analysis process.

Item response categories also were examined to deter-

mine if they produced sequentially ordered thresholds [19].

Differential item functioning is a form of item bias that can

occur when different groups in the sample give different

responses to an individual item despite equal levels of the

underlying trait [15]. Differential item functioning was

assessed using the classified differential item functioning

categories based on the Mantel-Haenszel statistic [9, 10].

We evaluated differential item functioning by sex, age (\
65, C 65 years), BMI (\ 30, C 30 kg/m2), and Deyo-

Charlson comorbidity index (0, 1–2, 3+).

Final inclusion assessment using the learning cohort

consisted of a manual-reduction process using the Rasch

modeling and assessment statistics.

Scoring

HOOS, JR scoring was scaled to 100 points just as the

original HOOS domains, with 0 representing total hip

disability and 100 representing perfect hip health. As with

the previous HOOS-PS validation [8], scores for the

HOOS, JR were determined using a Rasch-based person

score from the validation cohort. A crosswalk table con-

verting raw sum score to the interval level measure scaled

from 0 to 100 was provided to facilitate the use and scoring

of HOOS, JR (Appendices 1 and 2. Supplemental material

is available with the online version of CORR1). The

HOOS, JR scores were derived from the responses to full

HOOS surveys from both registries.

Validation Process

The final survey underwent a formal validation process in

the HSS validation cohort and the FORCE-TJR registry.

The internal consistency is a measure of how well the items

in the instrument measure the same construct. The internal

consistency reliability of the HOOS, JR instrument was

evaluated by a Person Separation Index (PSI) [38] that is

similar to reliability indices such as Cronbach’s alpha. A

higher PSI value indicates a stronger ability of the scale to

differentiate between patients with various degrees of

ability, providing evidence of good internal consistency. A

Table 1. continued

HOOS items and subdomains Importance (n =

30) (mean ± SD)

Percent missing at

baseline (n = 2371)

Mean difficulty

(baseline) (mean ±

SD)

SRM (2

years)

Percent

retained

Q2. Have you modified your lifestyle to avoid activities

potentially damaging activities to your hip?

2.7 ± 0.5 1.7 2.9 ± 1.0 1.4 N/A

Q3. How much are you troubled with lack of

confidence in your hip?

2.6 ± 0.7 2.0 2.7 ± 1.1 1.8 N/A

Q4. In general, how much difficulty do you have with

your hip?

2.8 ± 0.5 1.6 2.8 ± 0.8 2.3 N/A

* Greater than 66.7%; HOOS = Hip disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; SRM = standardized response means; N/A = not applicable for

items that were not formally assessed using the bootstrapped Rasch analysis.

Table 2. Demographics of relevancy cohort and full cohort

Variable Relevancy cohort (n = 30)* Full cohort (n = 2371)} p value

Age (years) 59 ± 14 64 ± 11 0.042

BMI (kg/m2) 27 ± 4 28 ± 5 0.440

Sex 38% female 51% female 0.309

* For HOOS items eligibility assessment 30 consecutive patients scheduled for primary total hip replacement from four surgeons were

interviewed; }patients who returned the HOOS survey preoperatively, returned a 2-year survey, and completed all items from the HOOS baseline

survey were eligible for item reduction and validation.
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PSI value greater than 0.7 was considered acceptable [11].

Residual item correlations were used to assess local inde-

pendence of the items, that there was no appreciable

correlation between the items included in the survey. Items

with residual correlations greater than 0.3 are considered to

be locally dependent [35]. After the final items were

selected, a principal component analysis on the standard-

ized residual was used to verify whether the remaining,

selected items measure a one-dimensional construct. In a

successful Rasch analysis, the residuals should be uncor-

related and there will be no presence of subdimensions. An

eigenvalue of the first residual factor greater than three and

an eigenvalue of each item greater than 1.4 suggest that

additional subdimensions are likely to be present [20, 33].

Responsiveness of the instrument to changes after total

hip replacement was assessed using standardized response

means [18] and compared with other validated PROMs

(HOOS domains, WOMAC domains) in the HSS validation

cohort and FORCE-TJR registry at 2 years after THA. A

standardized response mean greater than 0.8 is considered

large [34]. Floor (percent at worst possible score preoper-

atively) and ceiling (percent at best possible score

postoperatively) effects were calculated and compared with

other validated instruments. Finally, external construct

validity was assessed by comparing the Spearman’s cor-

relations between HOOS, JR and the previously validated

PROMs. A Spearman’s correlation coefficient of 0.8 or

greater is considered very high external validity [37]. We

used a scatterplot overlying a contour plot based on

bivariate kernel density estimation between HOOS, JR and

other HOOS domains to visually assess the external cor-

relations. A bandwidth multiplier of one was used for each

kernel density estimate. Areas of high density correspond

to areas where there are many overlapping points.

This validation assessment was repeated to consider

further reduction without information loss (ie, validation

measures remain robust in all dimensions even after

exclusion of additional items) because two eligible items

were measuring similar activities (walking on a hard sur-

face and walking on an uneven surface), and one additional

item may not represent a universal activity (getting in/out

of bath) because it was the most often skipped question

(10% missing in the full HSS cohort).

Factor analyses were performed using SAS1 9.3 (SAS

Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA) and Rasch analysis using the

eRm R Package (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria).

The HSS cohort included 2371 patients with hip

osteoarthritis, from 31 surgeons, who underwent primary,

unilateral THA at HSS between May 2007 and January

2012. These patients had a mean age of 64 ± 11 years, 51%

were female, and they had a mean BMI of 28 ± 5 kg/m2.

The learning and validation cohorts had similar age, sex,

and BMI distributions. The FORCE-TJR registry consisted

of 910 patients with hip osteoarthritis, from 108 surgeons

across 36 practices from 22 US states, undergoing primary

unilateral THA between June 2011 and January 2013.

These patients had a mean age of 65 ± 11 years, 57% were

female, and they had a mean BMI of 29 ± 6 kg/m2.

Results

Item Reduction

Item reduction yielded a six-item PROM (HOOS, JR),

which retained items only from the pain and ADL domains.

Of the 40 items in the full HOOS, four were excluded a

priori as part of the HOOS QOL domain; four ADL items

and one sports and recreation item were excluded as being

redundant, with pain items measuring similar activities.

The relevance survey results excluded one additional

question before formal item reduction modeling. ‘‘Light

domestic duties’’ were not considered relevant by a

Fig. 1 A map shows person-ability and difficulty for the six items of

the HOOS, JR. The horizontal line represents the measure of the

variable in linear log units. The bar graph at the top of the

figure shows each patient’s ability, with ability increasing from right

to left. The bottom graph shows each item’s relative difficulty for this

validation sample, with difficulty increasing from right to left. The

numbers represent the thresholds between response categories. For

data to adhere to the Rasch model, threshold points are correctly

ordered, indicating patients have no difficulty consistently discrim-

inating between response categories. HOOS, JR- 1: (Pain) Going up

or down stairs; HOOS, JR- 2: (Pain) Walking on an uneven surface;

HOOS, JR- 3: (activities of daily living [ADL]) Rising from sitting;

HOOS, JR- 4: (ADL) Bending to floor/pick up an object; HOOS, JR-

5: (ADL) Lying in bed (turning over, maintaining hip position);

HOOS, JR- 6: (ADL) Sitting.
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majority of respondents (Table 1), leaving 30 items for

modeling.

Bootstrapped Rasch models reduced these 30 items to

12 before an iterative manual Rasch modeling process was

performed. Excluded items were retained in 0% to 64% of

bootstrapped models with only four excluded items

exceeding 50% retention (Table 1). Despite our a priori

exclusion threshold of 66.7% retention, no item with less

than 90% retention was included in the final model. Iter-

ative manual Rasch modeling using the learning cohort

resulted in a one-dimensional survey consisting of eight

items that were well fit.

Three of these remaining eight items were identified as

having questionable properties after further evaluation.

Walking on a hard surface and walking on an uneven

surface had a residual item correlation of 0.44, suggesting

item dependency independent of a person’s functional

ability. Walking on an uneven surface was considered more

relevant and more difficult by patients preoperatively, and

therefore was retained in favor of walking on a hard sur-

face. Finally, getting in or out of bath was missing in 10%

of the full cohort’s surveys, exceeding the combined

missingness of the other seven items combined. Getting in

or out of bath was also one of the least relevant (34th of 40

HOOS items) and least difficult (34th of 40) activities

preoperatively. Therefore, to reiterate, we settled on a final

HOOS, JR of six items (Fig. 1). These six items had

appropriate and acceptable person-ability and item-diffi-

culty properties with responses correctly ordered for each

item in a person’s personal hip functional ability (Fig. 1).

There was also consistent spread across responses and

distances between responses based on person-ability.

Validation

The HOOS, JR had acceptable internal consistency (PSI,

0.86 [HSS]; and 0.87 [FORCE)]. Principal component

analysis on the standardized residuals determined that the

items all existed in a single dimension. All validation

analyses were performed using the HSS validation cohort

and FORCE-TJR registry [1, 13].

Responsiveness of the HOOS, JR exceeded the theo-

retical 0.8 standardized response means threshold and was

comparable or favorable against all other hip PROM

domains evaluated with standardized response means of

2.03 (95% CI, 1.84–2.22) (FORCE) and 2.38 (95% CI,

2.27–2.49) (HSS) (Fig. 2). Only HOOS-pain (standardized

response mean, 2.37 [95% CI, 2.16–2.58] [FORCE]; and

2.56 [95% CI, 2.42–2.70] [HSS]) and HOOS-QOL (stan-

dardized response mean, 2.16 [95% CI, 1.97–2.35]

[FORCE]; and 2.48 [95% CI, 2.32 – 2.64] [HSS]) had

higher standardized response means of scores considered.

The floor (0.6%–1.6%) and ceiling (41%–46%) properties

of the HOOS, JR were similar to or better than other

domains of the HOOS and WOMAC (Fig. 3). External

validity was high with the HOOS, JR having very high

correlations with HOOS-Pain (0.87, [95% CI, 0.86–0.89]

[HSS]; 0.87, [95% CI, 0.84–0.90] [FORCE]), HOOS-ADL/

WOMAC-function (0.94, [95% CI, 0.93–0.95] [HSS]; 0.94

Fig. 2 The standardized response means (SRM) of hip arthroplasty

outcomes measures at preoperative baseline and 2 years after surgery

are shown. HSS = Hospital for Special Surgery; FORCE = Function

and Outcomes Research for Comparative Effectiveness; QOL =

quality of lfe; ADL = activities of daily living; HOOS-PS = HOOS

Physical Function Short-Form.
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[95% CI, 0.93–0.96] [FORCE]), WOMAC-pain (0.84,

[95% CI, 0.81–0.86] [HSS]; 0.85, [95% CI, 0.81–0.88]

[FORCE]), and HOOS-PS (0.81, [95% CI, 0.79–0.84]

[HSS]; 0.86, [95% CI, 0.83–0.89] [FORCE]) (Fig. 4). The

HOOS, JR also showed high correlations with HOOS-

symptoms (0.62, [95% CI, 0.55–0.69] [HSS]; 0.63, [95%

CI, 0.59–0.67] [FORCE]), HOOS-sports and recreation

(0.65, [95% CI, 0.61–0.68] [HSS]; 0.69, [95% CI, 0.63–

0.75] [FORCE]), HOOS-QOL (0.60, [95% CI, 0.56–0.64]

[HSS]; 0.67, [95% CI, 0.61–0.73] [FORCE]), and

WOMAC-stiffness (0.64, [95% CI, 0.58–0.71] [HSS];

0.65, [95% CI, 0.61–0.68] [FORCE]). A scatterplot con-

firmed the very high correlations with pain (Fig. 5) and

ADL (Fig. 6) at baseline and 2 years.

Discussion

With a rapid movement toward using PROMs for THA

outcomes assessment by the CMS, there was a need for a

nonproprietary, reliable, and responsive hip assessment

PROM that also was efficient. Therefore, we endeavored to

develop a short-form version of the HOOS that was

directly relevant to patients undergoing THA. The HOOS,

JR is a six-question short-form alternative to the longer

HOOS and WOMAC surveys for PROM assessment for

patients undergoing THA. We anticipate the HOOS, JR

will be self-administered on paper or electronically as that

is how patients in the HSS total hip replacement registry

and FORCE-TJR completed their HOOS surveys.

Limitations

This study has numerous limitations. Development of the

HOOS, JR was done at one tertiary care musculoskeletal

specialty hospital in a large urban area. Although the

patient population is diverse in socioeconomic status and

residential environment (including patients from urban,

suburban, and rural regions), most are from urban areas,

therefore there may be a bias in the item responses for these

patients. The FORCE-TJR cohort was older, more likely to

be female, and had higher BMI than the HSS cohort.

However, external validation of the HOOS, JR was suc-

cessful using the FORCE-TJR cohort with geographically

diverse patients and surgeon practices, which suggests the

HOOS, JR remains robust outside the specialty-care set-

ting. The development and validation were performed in

the United States, which may limit the international utility,

Fig. 3A–B This graph shows the (A) floor and (B) ceiling effects for

10 patient-reported outcome measures; HOOS-PS = HOOS Physical

Function Short-Form; ADL = activities of daily living; QOL = quality

of life; HSS = Hospital for Special Surgery; FORCE = Function and

Outcomes Research for Comparative Effectiveness.

Fig. 4 A comparison of the external validity of the HOOS, JR against

nine other patient-reported outcome measures using Spearman’s

correlation coefficient is shown. HSS = Hospital for Special Surgery;

FORCE = Function and Outcomes Research for Comparative

Effectiveness; QOL = quality of lfe; ADL = activities of daily living;

HOOS-PS = HOOS Physical Function Short-Form.
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although the resulting items are universal movements or

hip positions.

Although we know that 81% of patients who underwent

THAs were accounted for at 2 years, and patients who are

lost to followup may have had inferior health status com-

pared with those with complete followup, this may have

limited the number of patients in this study with lower

HOOS, JR scores, and so may have to some degree limited

our ability to assess the performance of this outcomes

instrument in the lower ranges of patient function. How-

ever, we believe this is not a serious limitation, because the

original HOOS was developed for assessment of the full

range of hip conditions and many of the items eliminated in

our reduction process were those most often skipped by

patients with lower function who did return surveys,

leaving only activites or movements that patients should be

expected to be able to perform after THA.

Unfortunately, given the pragmatic nature of the vali-

dation, we were unable to compare it with the Oxford Hip

Score or other validated hip-specific PROMs not originally

collected in the HSS or FORCE-TJR registries. Given the

popularity of the Oxford Hip Score, cross-validation and

development of a crosswalk between these two short-form

PROMs should be done. We also validated the survey only

in patients with a diagnosis of osteoarthritis who had uni-

lateral primary THA. We plan to perform future validation

for other surgical indications (such as rheumatoid arthritis,

femoral neck fracture), bilateral THAs, and alternative hip

replacement surgery (hip resurfacing, partial hip

replacement).

Another limitation pertained to the retrospective study

design. Our study was done as a pragmatic validation

process using existing full HOOS surveys to complete a

new short-form survey rather than validating the survey in

a new cohort of patients. Patients were not administered the

full and the short-form surveys for comparison. Rather, the

HOOS, JR was derived from the full HOOS. Because item

order theoretically is related to responses, it is possible that

responses to HOOS, JR items were influenced by HOOS

items not included in the HOOS, JR. However, this prag-

matic process does lend itself one theoretical advantage.

Because the validated HOOS, JR was derived from the full

HOOS, it can be calculated for other HOOS respondents

for direct comparison. Because five of the six final HOOS,

JR items are included in the WOMAC, the HOOS, JR

possibly could be calculated from patients with existing

WOMAC scores, allowing for direct comparisons between

HOOS, JR and WOMAC patient responses in different

cohorts. We plan to develop a crosswalk between these

surveys as part of our future work. Current work at our

institution includes validating administration of the HOOS,

JR at more frequent times through mobile devices to gain a

clearer understanding of how these instruments work at the

individual patient level and during the early postoperative

recovery period. This flexibility should allow hospitals or

clinics to administer the surveys in their preferred fashion.

A final limitation is that the full HOOS and WOMAC

generate domain-specific subscores for pain, function

(ADL), and hip symptoms, but the HOOS, JR does not; so

although these long PROMs can be transformed to the

overall hip health measure, the scores are not directly

comparable to those of the HOOS, JR. With time, adoption

of the HOOS, JR will allow for ‘‘calibration’’ of what the

hip health (HOOS, JR) score represents for pain and hip

disease. In aggregate across all patients of a specific

Fig. 5A–B The contour map shows the HOOS-pain domain versus

(A) HOOS, JR at baseline and (B) the change in score from baseline

to 2 years after THA. A scatterplot overlays a contour plot based on

bivariate kernel density estimation. A bandwidth multiplier of one

was used for each kernel density estimate. Areas of high density

correspond to areas where there are many overlapping points. The

scatterplot shows the positive correlation between the HOOS, JR (x-

axis) and the HOOS-pain domain (y-axis) at baseline and the change

between baseline and 2-year followup.
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surgeon or hospital, the before and after changes in HOOS,

JR scores after THA will capture improved hip health.

Validity

Content validity and test-retest reliability was assessed

previously for these items through the work of the original

HOOS development team [26]. Nevertheless, we assessed

relevance to patients undergoing THA specifically and

found one question that was not considered relevant by our

patients: light domestic duties. This may reflect the daily

activities of older American adults, who spend more than

three times as much of their waking hours in leisure

activities than in doing household responsibilities (7 hours

versus 2 hours, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013 American

Time Use Survey) [5]. The HOOS, JR held together as a

single construct, which we define as ‘‘hip health’’ because

it combines aspects of pain and ADL (no HOOS symptoms

or HOOS sports and recreation items were retained)

movements or activities that are directly relevant and dif-

ficult for patients with advanced hip osteoarthritis.

External construct validity also was seen, with the

HOOS, JR having high correlations with the pain and ADL

domains of the HOOS and the pain and function domains

of the WOMAC, whereas moderate correlations were seen

for other HOOS and WOMAC domains. This was true in

an internal HSS validation cohort and in a nationally rep-

resentative THA registry comprised of 108 surgeons in 37

practice settings (73% in community-based practices)

across 22 US states.

Responsiveness

The items included on the HOOS, JR are relevant to

patients with hip osteoarthritis and difficult for these

patients to perform before undergoing THA. We found that

responsiveness for this instrument is high relative to hip

PROMs that were developed for individuals with less-

severe hip disability. This was true for the HSS validation

cohort and the FORCE-TJR registry. The theoretical and

practical advantages of higher responsiveness are that

fewer subjects are needed to adequately power outcomes

studies using highly responsive instruments [26].

Conclusions

Given the rapid move toward pay-for-performance out-

comes reporting for the CMS, the HOOS, JR could be an

efficient and responsive alternative patient-relevant survey

for hospitals and surgeons to comply with coming regula-

tions. The HOOS, JR is an efficient alternative to

traditional outcomes surveys and could be used for clinical

outcomes assessment or as a research tool to assess group-

level outcomes. There is still a place for the full surveys to

examine the various facets (domains) of hip health in more

detailed research projects or to assess individual patient

symptoms. However, given the increasing demand for

comparative outcomes data, the HOOS, JR offers an effi-

cient, pragmatic solution that has been validated in a large

tertiary care specialty hospital and more broadly in a

nationally representative sample of US community-based

practices.

Fig. 6A–B The contour map shows the HOOS-ADL domain versus

(A) HOOS, JR at baseline and (B) change in score from baseline to 2

years after THA. A scatterplot overlays a contour plot based on

bivariate kernel density estimation. A bandwidth multiplier of one

was used for each kernel density estimate. Areas of high density

correspond to areas where there are many overlapping points. The

scatterplot shows the positive correlation between the HOOS, JR (x-

axis) and the HOOS-ADL domain (y-axis) at baseline and the change

between baseline and 2-year followup. ADL = activities of daily

living;
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